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BYLAWS OF THE GREAT WAVE ZEN SANGHA 
 

 

 

I. PURPOSE 
 

The Great Wave Zen Sangha is organized exclusively for charitable, religious, and educational 

purposes, including, for such purposes, the making of distributions to organizations that qualify 

as exempt organizations described under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, or 

corresponding section of any future federal tax code. 

 

Great Wave Zen Sangha is organized to fulfill the purpose of perpetuating the teaching of the 

Buddha-Dharma by providing the opportunity for anyone, regardless of race, religion, ethnicity, 

age, national origin, sexual orientation, or disability to receive this teaching.  This purpose shall 

be fulfilled through the activities described below. 

 

A. The Practice of Zazen (Meditation) 
Zazen is the core of spiritual practice at Great Wave Zen Sangha. 

 

B. Religious Services 
Religious services shall include ceremonies, blessings, weddings, funerals, scriptural 

recitation, and related activities. 

 

C. Samu (Work) Practice 
Samu is a mindful work practice that generally includes a wide range of activities such as 

cooking, cleaning, home repair, yard work, etc. 

 

D. Home and Daily Life Practice 
Great Wave Zen Sangha shall encourage, and provide instruction in, home and daily life 

practice, so as to support and enhance the overall efficacy of members’ spiritual work.  In 

addition to zazen, home practice may include a wide range of mindfulness practices such 

as work practice in support of Sangha properties, community service, art practice, and 

body practice (e.g., yoga).    

 

E. Instruction by a Qualified Teacher 
The teacher (Spiritual Director) shall deliver sermons, provide training in service and 

ceremonial activities, provide private spiritual instruction, meditation and mindfulness 

instruction, and any other instructional service deemed by the teacher to fulfill the overall 

mission of the organization as stated above.      

 

F. Intensive Training 
This activity is primarily comprised in sesshin and ango (retreats) during which 

participants spend one or more days together in concentrated practice of all of the 

foregoing activities. 
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II. REGISTERED OFFICE 
 

The registered office is located at 315 N. Rath, Ludington, Michigan, 49431, unless otherwise 

established by the Board of Directors. 

 

 

III. MEMBERS 
 

A. Qualifications for Membership 

The organization will have members. The membership of this organization shall be open 

to those who are sincerely interested in practicing the Buddha Way and who have 

petitioned for membership in one of the following categories: 

 

1. Practicing Membership.  This membership category is for anyone who 

will be practicing zazen with the Sangha on a regular, weekly basis. Practicing 

members receive a discounted rate for sesshin and Summer Ango retreats; 

2.  Affiliate Membership. This membership category is for Sangha members 

who live at a greater distance from The Great Wave Zen Sangha and who are 

unable to attend weekly meetings on a regular basis; 

3. Friend of The Great Wave Zen Sangha.  This membership category is for 

anyone who wishes to support the Sangha and receive newsletters and special 

communications, but attends Zen Center activities infrequently; or 

4. Sustaining Membership.  This membership category is for anyone who is 

deemed qualified for membership under the terms established by the Board of 

Directors and who pledges a regular annual donation amount greater than that 

established for practicing members.  Sustaining members receive the same 

benefits as practicing members. 

 

Members of each category are required to pay dues as set by the Board.  The Board or 

some other entity established by these Bylaws shall resolve disputes over rights to 

membership. 

 

B. Termination of Membership 
Membership may be terminated for any reason at the request of a member.  Membership 

may also be terminated by a simple majority vote of the Board provided that written 

notification is sent to the member not less than fifteen days prior to the vote.  The 

notification must state the reasons for termination and provide a member with an 

opportunity to argue orally or in writing as to why membership should not be terminated.  

No notification is necessary in cases of non-payment of fees and/or dues.  A terminated 

or suspended member may be reinstated by action of the Board of Directors. 

 

C. Powers of Membership 
Members are not entitled to vote at Board Meetings. 
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D. Liabilities of Members 
No person who is now, or who later becomes, a member of The Great Wave Zen Sangha 

shall be personally liable to its creditors for any indebtedness or liability, and any and all 

creditors of this corporation shall look only to the assets of this corporation for payment. 

 

 

IV. BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 

A.  Duties and Size of the Board 
The business and charitable affairs of the corporation will be managed under the direction 

of a Board of Directors.  The Board shall be comprised of between three and five 

members. 

 

B. Eligibility to Serve on the Board 
Only members of the organization are eligible to serve on the Board. All members are 

eligible to serve on the Board. The President, Vice President, and Spiritual Director shall 

be members of the Board ex officio. 

 

C. Election and Terms of Directors 
Directors shall be elected by the affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors present at 

duly held meetings of the Board, and shall serve a term of three years each but shall be so 

elected that approximately one third are elected each year.  The three-year terms of 

Directors begin on the start of a first of July, and end at the end of a thirtieth of June. The 

Board shall hold elections in April to fill the vacancies anticipated due to the ending of 

Directors’ terms at the end of June. 

 

D. Replacement of Directors 
Should a Director die, resign, or be removed, the Board may elect a member to serve as 

an Interim Director for the duration of the unexpired term. The Board may decide to 

allow a Director’s term to end without an election to fill the resulting vacancy, provided 

that the number of Directors does not fall below the minimum number allowed as a 

result. If, due to deaths, resignations, or removals, the number of Directors falls below the 

minimum number allowed, the remaining Directors must elect (a) Director(s) to serve for 

the duration of the unexpired term(s) and in so doing re-establish the required minimum 

size of the Board before conducting any other business. 

 

E. Removal from the Board 
A Director may be removed from office, with or without cause, by an affirmative vote of 

a majority of the Directors present at a duly called meeting, provided that not less than 15 

days and not more than 30 days notice of such meeting, stating that removal of said 

Director is to be on the agenda, shall be given to each Director.  Because the President, 

Vice President, and Spiritual Director are members of the Board ex officio, they may not 

be removed from the Board without first removing them from office. 
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F. Compensation of Directors 
No compensation shall be paid to any member of the Board of Directors for services as a 

member of the Board, except that 

 

1.  by resolution of the Board, Directors may be reimbursed for expenses 

incurred on behalf of the corporation; and 

2. by resolution of the Board, the Spiritual Director may be compensated for 

services as Spiritual Director of the organization, such as conducting sesshin, 

special ceremonies, etc. 

 

G. Powers of Directors 
Subject to the limitations of the Articles of Incorporation, other sections of these Bylaws, 

and of Michigan law, all corporation powers of The Great Wave Zen Sangha shall be 

exercised or controlled by the Board of Directors. Without limiting its general powers, 

the Board of Directors shall have the following powers: 

 

1. Except as is provided in these Bylaws, to select and remove all officers, 

agents, and employees of the corporation; prescribe such powers and duties for 

them as may be consistent with the law, the articles of incorporation, or the 

Bylaws; and fix their compensation; 

2. to conduct, manage, and control the affairs and business of the corporation 

and to make rules and regulations not inconsistent with law, the Articles of 

Incorporation, or the Bylaws; 

3. to borrow money and incur indebtedness for the purposes of the 

corporation and for that purpose to cause to be executed and delivered, in the 

corporate name, promissory notes, bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, 

pledges, hypothecation, or other evidence of debt and securities; 

4. to fix and locate from time to time one or more subsidiary branches and 

offices of the corporation within or without the State of Michigan; and 

5. to approve the annual budget; oversee elections to the Board; generate and 

enforce the policies of The Great Wave Zen Sangha; and oversee all legal matters. 

 

 

V.  MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 

A. Minimum Annual Number of Meetings of the Board 
The Board of Directors must meet at least quarterly.   At least one in-person meeting per 

year must be held at such time and place as a majority of the Directors in office 

determine. The Board may delegate this determination to the President.  The remaining 

three meetings, plus any special meetings of the Board, may take place via the internet.  

 

B. Special Meetings of the Board 
Special meetings of the Board of Directors may be called at any time upon request of the 

President, the Spiritual Director, or any two Directors, provided that such request shall 

specify the purpose of the meeting. Such a meeting shall be held within five days of such 

a request and may take place on the internet. 
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C. Notification of Meetings of the Board 
Written or verbal notice of regular meetings shall be given not less than fifteen days prior 

to such meetings, provided, however, that any Director may execute a written waiver of 

notice before or during the meeting, and the Secretary shall enter it in the minutes or 

other records of the meeting. 

 

D. The Quorum for a Board Meeting 
At all meetings of the Board of Directors, a majority of the Directors then in office shall 

be necessary and sufficient to constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. 

 

E. Number of Votes Needed to Pass a Motion at a Meeting of the Board 
Except where otherwise required by law, the Articles of Incorporation, or these Bylaws, 

the affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors present at a duly held meeting shall be 

sufficient for any action. 

 

F. Actions in Writing 
Any action required or permitted to be taken at a meeting of the Board of Directors may 

be taken by a written action, provided that a majority of the Directors approve the action 

in writing.  Directors’ written approval may be provided by internet. 

 

G. Procedures for Conduct of Meetings of the Board 
Robert's Rules of Order will govern motions, voting, and other conduct of meetings of 

the Board of Directors. The Board may duly execute any action during the course of any 

internet meeting provided that all Board members have been given an opportunity to 

participate and vote.  All other procedural aspects of internet meetings of the Board shall 

be governed by policies as determined by the Board.  

 

 

VI. OFFICERS 

 

A. Officers of the Corporation 
The officers of the corporation shall be President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, 

Spiritual Director, and such other officers as the Board of Directors may determine. The 

President, Vice President, and Spiritual Director shall be members of the Board ex officio. 

A single individual simultaneously may hold the offices of President and Spiritual 

Director. 

  

B. Appointment and Terms of Officers 
 

The Board of Directors shall, by majority vote, appoint individuals to fill the offices of 

the corporation. Other officers may also be appointed from among individuals serving on 

the Board or among other members of The Great Wave Zen Sangha.  Officers serve until 

death, resignation, or removal.  
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C. Removal of Officers 
Any officer other than the Spiritual Director may be removed, with or without cause, by 

an affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors present at a duly held meeting of the 

Board of Directors for which notice stating such a purpose has been given in advance of 

the meeting.  The Spiritual Director may be removed, with or without cause, by a 

unanimous vote of all Directors currently in office (excluding the Spiritual Director), 

provided that the vote takes place at a duly held meeting of the Board for which notice 

stating such a purpose has been given not less than 15 and no more than 30 days prior to 

the meeting. 

 

D. Replacement of Officers 
The Board of Directors may fill a vacancy in an office because of death, resignation, or 

removal.  

 

Should the Spiritual Director die, resign, or be removed, the organization will no longer 

be in the White Plum lineage unless the vacancy is filled within six months by a verified 

Dharma heir of Taizan Maezumi, Roshi, or the heir of such an heir.  A Dharma heir must 

have received Shiho. 

 

E. Specific Powers and Duties of Officers 
The President shall have oversight of, and executive decision-making power for, any and 

all of the day-to-day operations of the organization, as well as presiding over meetings of 

the Board of Directors and overseeing the long-term goals of the organization. The 

President shall regularly communicate decisions to the Board.  

 

The Vice President shall perform such duties as may be determined by the Board of 

Directors. The Vice President shall be vested with all powers of and perform all duties of 

the President in the President's absence or inability to act, but only so long as such 

absence or inability to act continues. 

 

The Secretary shall attend all meetings of the Board and any committees as directed 

thereof, and keep the minutes of such meetings, give notices, prepare any certified copies 

of corporate records, and perform such duties as may be determined from time to time by 

the Board of Directors.   The Secretary is to maintain records as to who the Directors are 

at any given time and when the terms of the various Directors end, to keep the Board well 

apprised of these matters, and to notify the Board when it is necessary to hold elections in 

advance of the end of a Directors' term. 

 

The Treasurer shall have charge of the corporate treasury, receiving and keeping the 

moneys of the corporation and disbursing funds as authorized. The treasurer shall 

perform other such duties as may be determined by the Board of Directors. 

 

The Spiritual Director shall be responsible for the spiritual guidance of the organization 

and overseeing the Zen training programs of the organization.  He or she may establish 

whatever committees and advisory councils he/she deems appropriate for assistance in 

carrying out those responsibilities. 
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F. Officers Who Are Members of the Board 
 

The President, Vice President, and Spiritual Director shall be members of the Board of 

Directors, ex officio. All other officers may, but need not, be members of the Board. 

 

G. The First Officers of the Board 
 

The first Spiritual Director is Gendo John Wolff. 

The first President is Gendo John Wolff. 

The first Vice President is Todd Henrickson. 

The first Secretary is Sara Kronlein. 

The first Treasurer is Tandy Hoen Sturgeon. 

 

VII. COMMITTEES 
 

The Board of Directors may establish one or more committees having the authority of the Board 

in the management of the business of the corporation to the extent determined by the Board. 

Committee members may be members of the Board or other interested persons. The Board may 

delegate the appointment of committees and their chairs to the President. 

 

 

VIII. ETHICS POLICY 
 

A. Philosophy 
The intimacy of relationships in Zen practice—between teachers and students, between 

dharma friend and dharma friend—is a source of great joy in the Great Wave Zen Sangha 

and is characterized by right speech and right conduct.  We acknowledge, however, that 

difficulties may arise among members and that disagreements, conflicts, 

misunderstandings, and ethical misconduct may occur.  Differences of race, ethnicity, 

gender, sexual orientation, and physical disability also require particular awareness and 

sensitivity. 

 

To nurture and preserve an environment in which everyone can practice without fear, 

moral compromise, or distraction—an environment in which Dharma comes first—the 

Great Wave Board of Directors has adopted the following policies to ensure that the 

Sangha jewel, which is formed of relationships based on trust, safety, respect, and true 

communication, is protected. 
   

B. Abiding by the Three Pure Precepts 
Maintaining the well being of the Sangha is the mutual responsibility of all members. All 

members of the Sangha shall endeavor to avoid abusive behavior, harassment, and 

incompetence that threatens the unity and harmony of the Sangha by observing to the best 

of their abilities the Three Pure Precepts:  

 

Do no harm; 
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Cultivate the good; 

Save all sentient beings. 

 

C. Shared Governance 
Great Wave Zen Sangha’s Board of Directors shall periodically schedule Council 

sessions that are open to all members of the Sangha.  Councils shall follow the form 

established in The White Plum Asanga, which emphasizes listening, speaking 

spontaneously from the heart, avoiding responding directly to others (i.e., no “cross-

talk”), and being brief (especially avoiding repetitive statements).  The contents of such 

council sessions shall thereafter remain confidential and shall not be raised by any parties 

as the topic of future conversation.  The Board of Directors, however, may allude in 

general and without attribution to sentiments expressed at council meetings to better 

incorporate the interests of the members in the course of discharging its duties.  (For 

example, if, during a council, several members complained of awkward scheduling of 

retreats, the Directors might seek to schedule future retreats to coincide with members’ 

preferences.)  It shall be understood that shared governance is necessary for transparency 

in all operations of the organization. 
 

 

D. Ethical Relationships 
 

1. Dual Relationships.  Practice at Great Wave Zen Sangha is warm-hearted 

and close, but it is important for all members to remember that, with the intimacy 

of practice, confusion regarding certain relationships may arise in ways that can 

harm practitioners and even the whole Sangha if not dealt with skillfully. 

 

In particular, teacher-student relationships, or relationships between members of 

the Board and non-Board members, are characterized by unequal distributions of 

power and vulnerability, and therefore must never be deliberately or inadvertently 

combined with additional relationships that serve the purpose of sexual, financial, 

social, or political gain.  To do so is to cross a professional boundary and engage 

in an unethical, dual relationship.  Such dual relationships can cause great 

spiritual and psychological harm, not only to the parties involved, but to an entire 

community. 

 

Consent by all parties to a dual relationship does not excuse it or nullify the 

prohibitions in the preceding paragraph. 

 

While all members of the Sangha are expected to avoid dual relationships, 

responsibility for their avoidance belongs solely to the Spiritual Director.  The 

Spiritual Director must not only refrain from instigating dual relationships with 

students, but re-establish appropriate boundaries when they have been violated 

and ensure that any harm caused by the violation is repaired. 
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2. Multiple Relationships.  It is recognized that multiple types of 

relationships may arise between various members of the organization that shall 

not be construed as “dual relationships” within the meaning specified above.  

Such relationships shall be deemed “multiple relationships.”  Multiple 

relationships 

 

a. do not serve the purpose of sexual, financial, social, or political gain, 

and 

b. are manifested in contexts outside the scope of this organization’s 

operations. 

 

In the event that any confusion or ambiguity arises as to whether a relationship is 

dual or multiple, the Board shall investigate and make a final determination an, if 

necessary, recommendations for change.  In the event that a member is 

dissatisfied with the Board’s decision, that member shall make appeal to the 

White Plum Asanga. 

 

3.  Therapists and Other Helping Professionals.  Teachers and Sangha 

members who work in the helping professions (for example, as psychotherapists, 

physicians, or attorneys) shall avoid using the organization’s practice environment 

as a means of attracting clients.  If professional relationships between members 

arises outside of the practice environment, those in the helping professions are 

asked to be especially sensitive to the delicate balance between worker and client, 

and the possible complexity that such multiple relationships may engender.  

Doubt about any such multiple relationship should be discussed with the Spiritual 

Director. 

 

E. Confidentiality   
Daisan, dokusan (traditional forms of private spiritual teaching and guidance) as well as 

council events are venues in which highly sensitive personal information may be shared.  

The teacher and students are expected to maintain confidentiality among themselves 

about matters raised in these venues.  Confidentiality is the basis of mutual trust between 

student and teacher and between students.  However, for the well-being of individuals 

and of the Sangha, there are times when teachers and/or practice leaders need to consult 

about confidential matters.  Such consultations shall not be undertaken lightly, and only 

as much information is shared as is needed to clarify and restore harmony to the situation 

at hand.  The consultations themselves are kept confidential.  Furthermore, such 

consultations are required when a serious ethical breach has occurred (such as a sexual 

relationship between a teacher and student). 

 

F. Mindful Speech 
In a small community great harm can come from speech that is inconsistent with the 

precepts or threatens the unity of the Sangha.  It is therefore expected that Sangha 

members shall speak truthfully and compassionately with the intent to be helpful, so that 

mutual respect and trust are maintained throughout the organization.  Furthermore, 

observation of, and clear-minded regard for, right speech is expected.  This includes 
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refraining from lies, gossip, self-serving talk, slander, angry or abusive speech, and 

apportioning blame.  Additionally, to widely share a concern to gain support for one’s 

position can foster conflict, rather than harmony or reconciliation, and must therefore be 

avoided by all members of the Sangha. 

 

G. Reporting And Addressing Ethical Misconduct 
If a member feels that the Ethics policies of the Great Wave Zen Sangha are being 

violated, such concerns should be addressed by following the guidelines described below.  

At each step of the process, members’ questions and concerns will be taken seriously and 

examined according to a principled and confidential process. It is expected that diligent 

inquiry, honesty, compassion, and openness will resolve most issues.  All reconciliation 

processes shall, to the extent reasonably possible, protect the privacy and confidentiality 

of all parties.  It must be understood, however, that maintaining confidentiality in all 

aspects of a reconciliation process may not be possible. 

 

1. Requirement to Report.  All practitioners are required to report clear-cut 

cases of ethical misconduct that they have witnessed first-hand.  Members shall 

follow the guidelines described below to report and reconcile such instances of 

ethical misconduct. 

 

Failure to report witnessed or suspected instances of significant misconduct is 

unacceptable, and the Board of Directors may, at its discretion, bring sanctions 

against members who fail to report such misconduct.  Sanctions will generally 

take the form of verbal warning, but may range, in the case of extreme or repeated 

instances of witnessed ethical misconduct to temporary or permanent expulsion 

from the Sangha.  Permanent expulsion must have the approval of the teacher 

(Spiritual Director) prior to implementation.  

 

2. Reporting and Addressing Student Misconduct.  Members should openly 

discuss concerns regarding the ethical conduct of other students with the teacher 

to assist in developing the most skillful approach to resolution. In some cases, a 

meeting with the teacher may be sufficient to clarify or resolve an issue. In other 

situations, the ethics of a particular behavior may not be clear, and consulting the 

teacher for support and advice can be very helpful.  Examples of situations for 

which consultation with the teacher is warranted include: concerns over the fair 

governance of the Sangha; behaviors that, in conflicting with the Three Pure 

Precepts, threaten the harmony and stability of the Sangha; awareness of dual 

relationships that create conflicts of interest; and incompetence or malfeasance 

that threatens the stability or longevity of the Sangha. 

 

After discussion with the teacher, Sangha members are encouraged to express 

concerns directly to the parties with whom an ethical issue has arisen unless doing 

so would create greater harm.  Usually, the earlier one seeks resolution the better, 
but Sangha members may seek resolution to a problem at any time.  If one-to-one 

dialogue fails to resolve the issue, or if such dialogue would create greater harm 
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than good, then the member should immediately report the matter to the Board of 

Directors. 

 

In receiving a complaint of ethical misconduct, the Board shall investigate and 

determine whether misconduct has occurred and, if it has, develop a reconciliation 

process to resolve the matter.  Should the Board determine that no misconduct has 

occurred, it will explain this fully to all parties involved. 

 

3. Reporting and Addressing Teacher Misconduct.  Members should report 

concerns regarding the ethical conduct of the teacher (Spiritual Director) to the 

Board of Directors.  Examples of situations for which discussion with the Board is 

warranted include: concerns over the fair governance of the Sangha; behaviors 

that, in conflicting with the Three Pure Precepts, threaten the harmony and 

stability of the Sangha; awareness of the teacher’s engagement in dual 

relationships that create conflicts of interest; and incompetence or malfeasance 

that threatens the stability or longevity of the Sangha.  Members shall take care to 

ensure that complaints are based in fact, and that evidence can be provided to 

support any claim of teacher misconduct. 

 

After receiving a complaint of teacher misconduct, the Board of Directors shall 

investigate the allegation, first by providing the teacher with the identity of the 

complainant and all the details of the complaint.  When deemed necessary to protect all 

parties or the Sangha, the Board may also determine that the teacher must refrain from 

any contact with the complainant, or, in extreme cases in which harm might not otherwise 

be prevented, the Board may determine that the teacher must suspend all teaching duties 

until the matter is resolved. 

 

If, as a result of its investigation, the Board determines that teacher misconduct has 

occurred, then it shall develop a reconciliation process, in consultation with the 

complainant(s) to resolve the matter.  Reconciliation may include such things as a 

requirement for the teacher to make an apology, to seek therapeutic solutions to personal 

problems, to renounce past behaviors deemed inappropriate, and, in the most extreme 

cases of misconduct, temporary or permanent suspension of teaching duties, and/or 

expulsion from the Sangha.  Suspension or expulsion shall require the unanimous vote of 

the Board of the Directors (except for the teacher, if also a Director).  Reconciliation may 

also involve the Sangha’s compensation to the victim(s) for counseling therapy and other 

forms of healing.  The Board shall take care to ensure that reconciliation requirements 

match the nature of the misconduct and to remember that the teacher is a human being 

whose positive transformation should be encouraged, not discouraged, by the nature of 

the reconciliation requirements. 

 

If the teacher refuses to cooperate with the requirements of Board’s investigation, 

adjudication, and reconciliation requirements, then the Board shall implement reasonable 

sanctions against the teacher.  Sanctions will generally take the form of verbal warning, 

but may range, in the case of extreme or repeated instances of non-cooperation to 

temporary or permanent suspension of teaching duties and/or temporary or permanent 
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expulsion from the Sangha.  Suspension or expulsion shall require the unanimous vote of 

the Board of the Directors (except for the teacher, if also a Director). 

 

Should the Board determine that no misconduct has occurred, it will explain this fully to 

all parties involved in the complaint. This process shall, to the extent reasonably possible, 

protect the privacy and confidentiality of all parties.  It must be understood, however, that 

maintaining confidentiality in all aspects of a reconciliation process may not be possible. 

 

If a member believes that no one on the Great Wave Zen Sangha Board of Directors can 

be trusted to hear concerns over the teacher’s ethical conduct; or that the reconciliation 

process established by the Board has permanently failed; or that the Board was not 

objective in its investigation and adjudication; or that the alleged misconduct is of such a 

serious nature that it requires outside intervention, then a formal, typed, and signed 

complaint shall be simultaneously presented to the Boards of Great Wave Zen Sangha 

and the White Plum Asanga.  Care should be taken to ensure that such formal complaints 

are of a truly significant and serious nature, and that all reasonable efforts to resolve the 

issue locally have first been exhausted. 

 

Should the White Plum Asanga conduct an investigation in response to a member’s 

formal complaint concerning teacher misconduct, then all parties named in the complaint 

as well as the Board of Directors of the Great Wave Zen Sangha shall fully cooperate. 

 

The Board of Directors may, at its discretion, bring sanctions against members who fail 

to cooperate with the investigation, adjudication, and reconciliation requirements of the 

White Plum Asanga.  Sanctions will generally take the form of verbal warning, but may 

range, in the case of extreme or repeated instances of non-cooperation, to temporary or 

permanent expulsion from the Sangha. 

 

The Board of Directors may also, at its discretion, bring such sanctions against the 

teacher for failure to cooperate with the investigation, adjudication, and reconciliation 

requirements of the White Plum Asanga. 

 

IX. INDEMNIFICATION OF BOARD MEMBERS 
 

To the full extent permitted by the State of Michigan Nonprofit Corporation Act, as amended 

from time to time, or by other provisions of law, each person who was, or is, a party, or is 

threatened to be made a party, to any threatened, pending, or completed action, suit, or 

proceeding, wherever and by whomsoever brought, including any such proceeding by or in the 

right of the corporation, whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investigative, by reason of the 

fact that he or she is or was a member, Director, or officer of the corporation, shall be 

indemnified by the corporation by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors present at a 

duly called meeting of the Board of Directors, against expenses, including attorney's fees, 

judgments, fines, and amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably incurred by such 

person in connection with such action. The indemnification shall inure to the benefit of the heirs, 

executors, and administrators of such person. 
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X. AMENDMENT OF THE BYLAWS 
 

The Board of Directors may from time to time adopt, amend, or repeal all or any of the Bylaws 

of this corporation by an affirmative vote of not less than two thirds of all Directors currently in 

office, provided that the vote takes place at a duly held meeting of the Board for which notice 

stating such a purpose has been given not less than 15 days in advance of the meeting. 

 

 

XI. DISSOLUTION OF THE ORGANIZATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

OF ASSETS 
 

In the event of the dissolution of the Great Wave Zen Sangha, its Board shall within 90 days 

distribute all assets of the Great Wave Zen Sangha to its sister organization, the Great Plains Zen 

Center, which is formally organized as a tax exempt organization within the meaning of Section 

501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.  Should the Board fail for any reason to distribute such 

assets, then those assets shall be distributed to its parent organization, the White Plum Asanga, 

which is formally organized as a tax exempt organization within the meaning of Section 501c3 

of the Internal Revenue Code.  Any such assets not disposed of shall be disposed of by a court of 

competent jurisdiction in the county in which the principal office of the organization is then 

located, exclusively for such purposes or to such organization or organizations, as said Court 

shall determine.  

 

 


